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Proposal
This proposal describes the innovative and competitive lunar payload solution developed at the
Queensland University of Technology (QUT) – the LunaRoo: a hopping robot designed to exploit
the Moon’s lower gravity to leap up to 20m above the surface. It is compact enough to fit within
a 10cm cube, whilst providing unique observation and mission capabilities by creating imagery
during the hop. This first section is deliberately kept short and concise for web submission;
additional information can be found in the next chapter.

Introduction
Robotic technology will continue to pave humanity’s path to the Moon, to Mars and further out
into space. To expedite space exploration, initiatives such as the Google Lunar XPrize (GLXP)
are actively engaging privately funded teams to land and drive a robot on the Moon by the end
of 2016 whilst sending back images and scientific data. To be part of that great endeavour our
LunaRoo concept, shown in Figure 1, is a novel, competitive robotic payload proposed to Part
Time Scientists (PTScientists), a team vying for the GLXP.
LunaRoo is a true decimetre lunar explorer robot. Its compact form is specifically designed
for lunar exploration and science mission within the constraints given by PTScientists. The core
attractions of LunaRoo are its method of locomotion – hopping like a kangaroo – and its imaging
system capable of unique over-the-horizon perception. The payload will serve as a proof of concept highlighting the benefits of alternative mobility solutions, in particular enabling observation
and exploration of terrain not traversable by wheeled robots and providing beyond line-of-sight
planning and communications for surface assets, extending overall mission capabilities. Exploiting the vast expertise at QUT in field robot construction for challenging environments, the
entire solar-powered robot has been designed into a robust 10cm cube and aims to weigh less
than 1.3kg . Calculations show that the robot could leap up to 20m above the surface under lunar
gravity and possibly do so repeatedly.
The hopping LunaRoo provides ‘cool’ and spectacular images from a very special viewpoint
that show the lunar rover on the surface of the moon – unique images that could otherwise not
be acquired. The processed images provide unique perspectives for short and long-distance
traversability analysis, obstacle detection and beyond-the-horizon planning for rovers. In addition to image collection, at maximum hop height LunaRoo is able to briefly bridge line-of-sight
communication gaps between rover and lander, or to be a far-away explorer itself.

Figure 1: Artist’s rendering of the LunaRoo payload hopping on the Moon.
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Payload & Mission Description
The primary mission objective is to deploy and prove the feasibility of hopping robots on the
Moon. We will demonstrate how an additional, external sensor platform, in our case focussing
on cameras, can provide valuable information to the main mission by collecting data from viewpoints high above the ground that are inaccessible to the rover itself. Our mission will also
demonstrate the benefits of such unique viewpoints for terrain modelling, traversability analysis, and obstacle detection in exploration missions. Secondary mission objectives provide additional science and mission relevant information, e.g. to observe the main rover from an external
viewpoint and collect imagery of its interactions with the ground as it drives away from the deployment site. The iterative design process will allow for (some of) these secondary objects to be
accomplished even in case of hopping mechanism malfunction – ensuring the mission generates
valuable results.
During this project we follow an iterative design process to create a successful payload.
Focussing on the mechanical and the imaging system designs, successive refinements are developed in parallel. To ensure compatibility of the revisions we plan integration tests throughout
the project (such as the one in Kioloa, for more information see Testing). Close cooperation
with PTScientists will allow us to create scenarios for these tests that are aligned with the main
GLXP mission.
Our main mechanical design is based on the fact that the Moon’s gravity is about a sixth of
Earth’s [1], making alternative modes of mobility interesting. This can be seen in the astronauts
trying a variety of gaits on the lunar surface [2]. The video footage of the Apollo astronauts
“kangaroo hopping”1 [3] lead us to our overall design idea: a hopping mechanism that would
propel a cube 10cm tall to several meters above ground. As rendered in Figure 1 the LunaRoo
hopper is capable of leaping up to 20m from the lunar surface, collecting images and providing
extended communications support to rovers and landers. It is designed to withstand the impact
at touchdown, which will be a similar force as generated during lift-off due to the limited lunar
atmosphere (see Hopping Considerations). Due to higher altitude above the ground compared
to the rover the visible horizon (under optimal conditions) can be greatly improved. At 1m
altitude the visible horizon is about 1.8km away, at 20m it is more than 8.2km (more information
in Hopping Considerations).By accommodating a camera system inside the cube (Figure 2),
LunaRoo can provide long-range terrain maps for the rover.
The mechanical structure will be designed to extend the mission to as many hops and touchdowns as feasible, extending the mission duration, range, and success. However, the hopping
spring will be pre-loaded so that the point of failure for the initial hop from the lunar surface
is limited to the latching mechanism (see Mechanical Design). This reduces the chance of
failures – by reducing the complexity and dependencies – that would stop us from achieving the
primary mission objectives.
The other focus for the LunaRoo is on the camera and imaging subsystem designed to create
unique data from its quite different viewpoint, metres above the ground during the hop. By accommodating a camera system inside the cube, pictures providing information about the terrain
(Figure 3), soil characteristics and valuable mission information about obstacles and traversability (Figure 4). A proof-of-concept image registration (stitching) algorithm demonstrates that
well-established and computationally efficient methods are applicable to imagery collected from
a hopping lunar robot. The method closely parallels that employed in the panoramic image
stitching found on most modern mobile phones and cameras. It extracts certain features and
matches them in image pairs, creating a projective transformation. To reduce the error iterations are run over the computed images. The result from our first experimental test can be seen
in Figure 3.
Using the stitched images and structure from motion, a digital elevation map (DEM) with
visual information of the terrain surrounding the rover and the LunaRoo will be generated. This
DEM will then be used to compute a traversability map, which indicates to the rover which areas
of the terrain are safe to drive through, as well as the estimated difficulty to traverse (e.g. in
terms of risk for the platform and/or energy required). Thanks to the extended field of view
1
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Figure 2: Considerations for the mechanical design, including the hopping mechanism and an
integrated camera. On the left some sketches showing the design evolution. Note: consideration
will be given to incorporating extra lateral cameras in the frame to prevent the ventral camera
being a single point of failure.

Figure 3: A stitched image, demonstrating our algorithm for fusing images from a falling Cubesat
into a single map (see more information in Testing). The shadow of the Cubesat has been left in
place (lower-right), but simple masking techniques can be employed to remove shadow artifacts.
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Figure 4: Example danger maps constructed during the participation of the DLR SpaceBot Cup
by one of the team members. Blue grid cells are safely passable, yellow and red areas are
potentially hazardous to the rover.

obtained during the hop, this traversability map will enable the rover to anticipate hazardous
areas at much greater distances than it can with its onboard sensors, and with a much greater
level of detail than an orbital image system can provide. In addition, the unique point of view
will significantly reduce the occurence of occlusions in the map, which is a common problem for
vehicles on the ground (i.e. the rover cannot observe what is hidden behind rocks).
In summary LunaRoo is a technology demonstrator mission, with primary aims of proving
the concept of mechanically propelled lunar hoppers, and the utility of mobile micro rovers for
mapping terrain for main rover exploration. It aims to show the benefits of extending line-ofsight during hops and employing this type of locomotion to explore otherwise hard to reach
places. Hoppers are able to access terrain unavailable to wheeled rovers, e.g. getting in and
out of steep-sided craters, or over crevasses. In addition it aims to show the benefits of “being
in the air” to provide unique science data, extra mission information and outreach possibilities
(“selfie” of the rover from above).

Mission Objectives and Criteria for Success
The project is driven by the mission objectives (MO). These primary and secondary mission
objectives, together with their respective measures of success, are providing guidance for the
whole project, and in particular for the iterative design process, i.e. the next phases of development, testing and integration. The following hard constraint (CO) is required before the mission
objectives can be considered:
[CO 0] LunaRoo is deployed on the lunar surface
0a LunaRoo survives the journey from Earth to Moon, including launch and landing on lunar
surface
SUCCESS IF LunaRoo is deployed upright by the main rover
0b Communication with the payload is possible via PTScientists
SUCCESS IF LunaRoo communication is established
Once this hard constraint is satisfied, the following list of the primary mission objectives and
success criteria for each step becomes relevant:
• [MO 1] (primary mechanisms objective): Demo a hopping robot on the Moon
1a Pre-charged spring is released and the LunaRoo is propelled several metres above the
surface
SUCCESS IF an altitude > 3m above the surface is reached
AND IF the angular derivation from vertical is < 20◦
1b LunaRoo survives the impact on the surface after the hop
SUCCESS IF structural integrity is observed upon touchdown
The LunaRoo Team
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1c Collected data & images are transmitted back to mission control
SUCCESS IF images and data are received at mission control
• [MO 2] (primary science objective): Demo of visual terrain modelling
2a Camera captures data during the hop
SUCCESS IF at least 3 images per second are captured & stored
2b Image registration during one hop
SUCCESS IF captured images are registered into one big image
2c Terrain modelling
SUCCESS IF using structure from motion methods, the LunaRoo constructs a 3D
terrain model, deemed useful by mission control and/or experts
2d Traversability estimation using the registered images and the terrain model
SUCCESS IF a “danger map” for traversability is created
2e (optional, if PTS interested) Transmission of map to main rover
SUCCESS IF the danger map is communicated to the rover
In addition to the primary mission objectives, the following secondary MOs were selected.
These are our preliminary suggestions and will be discussed with PTScientists to fit their mission.
• MO 3 (secondary science objectives): observe main rover from external viewpoint on the
ground
3a Camera captures image of the main rover after deployment
SUCCESS IF at least one image is captured, stored, and communicated to mission
control
3b Camera captures images of the main rover as it drives away, allowing analysis of
wheel-ground interactions
SUCCESS IF a sequence of at least 5 seconds with at least 5 frames per seconds is
captured, stored, and communicated in sufficient quality and resolution to observe the
interactions of the rover’s wheels and the lunar soil
• MO 4 (secondary mechanisms objectives): repeatedly hopping and collecting more data,
while ramping up the maximum height
4a if the payload is more or less upright, the spring is recharged, using energy provided
by solar panels
SUCCESS IF the spring is loaded
4b the fully recharged spring can be released, achieving another hop
SUCCESS IF further hop is executed successfully
Identified Risks and Mitigation The LunaRoo may come to rest on its side after a hop, after
tipping or rolling on landing due to surface irregularities. If reaction wheels are included and
are able to right the robot, the mission can continue as planned. If the LunaRoo cannot self-right
but is on its side the hopping mechanism may still engage with the lunar surface and be able to
push the LunaRoo horizontally, which would allow limited continuation of Objectives 2b, 2c, 2d,
3a, 3b.
The interaction with the electrostatically charged lunar soil might lead to some problems with
the imaging system. We plan to mitigate this fact by having a mechanical lid for the cameras.
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Prior Research
Currently deployed and planned planetary robotics platforms rely on wheeled locomotion to
cover long distances on extraterrestrial bodies. While early-stage concepts for aerial platforms
exist (e.g. blimps on Venus), little research focuses on hopping mechanisms, although they offer
a range of unique possibilities. The Apollo missions provided a real-world experimental platform
for Lunar mobility, and astronauts preferred jumping gaits over walking and running both for
covering long distances and for speed. While hopping would certainly not serve as the means of
locomotion for the primary mission robot, smaller external sensor platforms can provide sensor
data from high above the ground such as images or atmospheric measurements, or glimpse
above obstacles like boulders or crater rims. Controlling the hopping mechanism could enable
the platform to even explore terrain not reachable by the main rover (e.g. inside craters with
steep or very slippery crater walls).
Hopping for Lunar mobility has a long history, including the Hopping Transporters for Lunar
Exploration (“Lunar Leaper”) proposal by Kaplan and Seifert in 1969 [4, 5]. The experiences
from the aforementioned Apollo missions, provide valuable information about lunar hopping. The
loping gait favoured by the Apollo astronauts is though not feasible within the size constraints
of this payload, but hopping was shown to be stable on the Apollo 11 mission2 and stable and
useful on Apollo 17 [2]. Even before the Apollo astronauts landed the “Lunar Leaper” design
was published. It proposed gas compressed jumping transporters for explorers on the Moon. A
lot of research has focused on lunar lander and hopper designs based on chemical propulsion
and thrusters.
Fiorini et al. [6] designed and tested an egg-shaped mechanical hopper robot for space exploration. They also proposed to include a camera in their design (Figure 5). At QUT an on-going
project is to build an energy efficient outdoor terrain robot. We have prototyped and recently
published an innovative joint that will enable the hopping motion. The next step is to progressively build a complete hopping robot kangaroo [7]. Only last year Festo showed a bionic
kangaroo built for their annual showcase.3
The LunaRoo may tip over after a hop: if it is able to avoid tipping or to self-right after tipping
the LunaRoo will be able to execute multiple hops and extend its mission. Options for improving
stability and for self-righting will be investigated thoroughly during the development and testing
process. One option is to include reaction wheels for self-righting after a hop and/or to stabilize
the LunaRoo during hops to achieve an upright landing (Objective 1b). The Cubli [8] and MBlocks [9] systems have demonstrated flipping and balancing cubical robots in Earth gravity
using reaction wheels, and the SandFlea [10] uses gyro stabilization during hops. Reaction
wheels are internal systems protected from dust and radiation and have a long history in satellite
attitude control systems. They have been proposed for internally-actuated micro-gravity rover
missions [11, 12].

Figure 5: On the left the design of the hopper at JPL [6]. On the right the QUT kangaroo leg [7].
2
3

Video: http://history.nasa.gov/alsj/a11/a11v_1101342.mpg
http://www.festo.com/net/SupportPortal/Files/334103/Festo_BionicKangaroo_en.pdf
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The team has extensive experience with robotic platforms and deploying these in a wide variety of conditions (more info about the team are available in the additional material attached). We
have also been engaged in different aspects of space-related robotics research. As members of
the Australian Centre for Robotic Vision (AVRV), applying computer vision to robotics problems
is our core competency. For example, members of the research team were early developers of
vision-based stabilization systems for small hover helicopters. This research demonstrated attitude hold by utilizing a cheap downward facing stereo camera system with CMOS cameras and
a cheap inertial sensing payload [13]. Similar systems for real-time vision-based odometry and
obstacle avoidance using self-contained low power processors were demonstrated on robotic
underwater vehicles [14].
The proof-of-concept image stitching algorithm demonstrates that well-established and computationally efficient methods are applicable to imagery collected from a hopping lunar robot.
It begins by identifying and matching keypoints between pairs of images, in this case using
computationally efficient SURF features. The resulting feature matches are used to estimate a
projective transformation between image pairs, under the assumption of a planar scene. The
chain of transformations are then applied to co-register the images into a common map. Edge
blending is performed to smooth transitions between images. Error accumulates over the chain
of pairwise image transformations, and so once a map estimate has been constructed a secondpass refinement is employed in which each image is re-registered to an incrementally refined
map. This is best performed by applying an inverse transform to the incremental map to bring it
into registration with each untransformed input image. The additional projective transformation
required to bring each image into a final, aligned registration with the map is then estimated.
The result is a self-consistent map produced at very low computational cost.
Lunar image stitching has much in common with previously-well-explored methods for stitching on Mars [15], and indeed in terrestrial applications [16]. Prior work has addressed image
stitching, compression, and delivery in the context of image delivery for Mars rover science planning [17]. The latter work explores state-of-the-art image stitching methods, and an adaptive
level-of-detail tile-based delivery methodology to compress and distribute the resulting mosaics.
If in the future it becomes desirable to process very high-pixel-count imagery, frameworks may
be employed in which small subsets of the data are processed in turn [18]. Future refinements
will consider more sophisticated methods drawn from the closely related fields of structure from
motion, simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) and bundle adjustment [19]. In these
methods the 3D structure of the scene is jointly estimated along with the camera’s motion. By
fusing information from an IMU and compass into the estimation process, a geometrically consistent map with scale information is produced (see Follow Up Research).
Terrain traversability estimation seeks to determine whether a given patch of terrain, usually
observed by the rover’s onboard exteroceptive sensors (e.g. stereo cameras) is traversable by
the robot or not, or its degree of difficulty, for the purpose of motion planning. Traditional techniques evaluate the “roughness” of the terrain by computing characteristics of terrain geometry
locally [20]. This can be improved by augmenting the traversability map with additional information such as platform stability (to minimise the risk of tip-over) [21, 22] and slip [23, 24]. Slip
is a measure of the lack of mobility or progress of a rover on the terrain; existing approaches
that predict slip involve visual odometry [23], stereo vision [25], motion profile [26], current
draw [27], wheel odometry [28], or wheel trace [29]. More information can be found in a recent
survey of traversability [30].
Recent research conducted by members of the LunaRoo team considered the challenges
of incomplete terrain data [31], and deformable terrain [32]. Terrain representations used by
rovers to predict terrain traversability are often incomplete due to occlusions. Even if the cameras observing the terrain are mounted on top of a mast, areas behind rocks are hidden from
the rover’s view. However, recent research has shown that it was possible to make accurate estimates (with uncertainty) of the traversability of such areas using machine learning techniques
such as Gaussian processes [31], as long as the occluded areas remain relatively small. Since the
LunaRoo will be observing the terrain from an elevated point, this will significantly reduce the
size of such occluded areas. The remaining ones should then be interpreted accurately by the
state-of-the-art technique of the authors. Deformable terrain is another significant challenge for
The LunaRoo Team
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terrain traversability prediction. As the rover traverses over loose soil or unstable rocky terrain,
its weight can cause terrain deformation, which affects the actual traversability. In the worst
cases, as a result of such deformation, the rover might get stuck in loose soil or by rocks around
it, or even tip-over, both of which are mission-ending failures without the presence of humans.
Recent work by a LunaRoo team member has developed a method capable of predicting some
terrain deformation occurrences by learning from experience [32]. It would be interesting to
extend this research to the case of a hopping robot, by trying to predict the impact of the robot
upon landing from a hop (see Follow Up Research).
Related research concerns mobility prediction, which is the problem of anticipating the likely
outcomes of actions that the rover may take (e.g. going straight or turning on the spot), for
the purpose of path planning and guidance [33, 34]. Prior work from the team has studied
this problem and demonstrated the benefits on a wheeled rover [35]. The method consists in
learning a stochastic mobility prediction model and using it in a planning strategy that accounts
for control uncertainty. A hopping robot proposes an interesting variant, especially due to the
difficulty to predict the position, attitude (pitch and roll) and orientation (yaw) of the robot once
it has landed back on the surface of the Moon. Predicting the position would be critical, in order
to make sure that the integrity of the robot would not be compromised. In addition, anticipating
the likely attitude of the LunaRoo would be essential to maximize the chances to perform further
hops (the pitch and roll angles would need to remain small to allow for an effective hop).
Automatically classifying terrain such as rocks, sand and gravel from images has been investigated as a possibility to improve the autonomous operations of rovers on planetary bodies.
It can also help with the classification of potential science goals [36] (Figure 6). Imagery provided by LunaRoo will provide additional opportunities to look for signs of the Moon’s history.
Images acquired by rovers have also been the vital source of information for geologists and astrobiologists looking for past signs of life on other planets. In particular, astrobiologists look for
stromatolites, i.e. rock structures that were formed by a biogenic process. Prior work by one of
the team members has investigated the use of computer vision techniques to provide a planetary
rover with the ability to autonomously detect stromatolites [37].

Follow Up Research
The research and experiments conducted for the LunaRoo project will generate significant opportunities for the future, in terms of research, in particular in the areas of mechanical design
(new concepts for mobile robotic platforms) and robotic vision, but also in terms of education
and engagement with the general public.
The LunaRoo will be the stepping stone for the development of a more complex and larger
hopping robot, directly inspired by kangaroos. There has been some initial research at QUT on
the development of such robot4 . The experience and data that we gain from developing and
deploying in lunar conditions will further robotic vision research at QUT. The harsh lighting will
push existing vision algorithms for image classification, stitching, segmentation, and visual localization, leading to refinement of existing techniques and to further research. The experience
gained with restricted processing power, storage, and communications, and with the development and validation process will transfer to the development of other embodied robotic systems
by the team and future research students.
For example, building on the research background of our team, future research will be conducted on terrain traversability prediction. As described earlier, the imagery taken by the Luna-

Figure 6: Detecting and classifying rocks on Mars Exploration Rovers [36].
4
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Roo during the hop is meant to be exploited for the safe navigation of the main rover. In future
work, additional information acquired by the hopping robot could also contribute to this terrain
analysis. In particular, the impact of the cube upon landing from a hop could be measured and
used to better identify the type of terrain underneath. For example, the landing will push sand
particles in the air, which is a function of how sandy or compressed the lunar soil is. The depth
of the footprint of the robot on the ground could also inform on the characteristics of the soft
material layer. Another interesting avenue of future work is terrain traversability analysis for a
hopping robot, especially considering that most of the existing research on terrain traversability estimation techniques has focused on wheeled robots. For hopping robots the problem will
present different challenges:
1. to predict where the robot might land after a considered hop, accounting for uncertainty,
2. to anticipate the reaction and potential bounces of the robot on the ground, and the subsequent final position and orientation,
3. to evaluate the corresponding risk for the platform’s integrity.
As another future research topic we plan to investigagte cooperative interactions between
multiple robots for space exploration [38, 39], such as the interaction between a rover system
and a lightweight scout system, like our proposed LunaRoo. Issues that have to be addressed
in this field are, for example, robust communication [40] and sensor fusion in a shared world
model, i.e. the fusion between internal map and pose representation of the rover and the scout
system [41]. The scout system could be used to visually explore an area which is inaccessible
for the rover system. Coordinated mission planning and task execution by heterogeneous multirobot teams is another area of active research [42]. A mission plan can be generated that
involves several agents (in this case two different robots) which have different roles and different
abilities. The action planning has to take the roles, abilities and internal states of the two
robots into account. Another research question deriving from coordinated planning is the plan
execution monitoring if several systems are involved. As an example for a suitable mission
scenario, the lightweight LunaRoo can be used to explore traversability of the lunar surface,
leading to a higher reliability of the whole system.
Our participation to the Lunar Payload Challenge is a great way to increase the popularity
of science and technology in general and STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) fields of study in particular among young undergraduate and high-school students. It
will also help to promote space-related studies and projects in Australia, where opportunities for
space engineering work are limited at this point. The prototype and the data acquired on the
moon will be a major asset for that purpose when used in different outreach activities with the
general public, whether they are hosted at QUT (e.g. the major event Robotronica5 .), in other
Australian institutions or around the world.
The LunaRoo project will engage with the QUT Electrical Engineering Student Society (EESS)
and the QUT Robotics Club to promote scientific missions and robotic exploration projects. The
QUT Robotics Club brings together students to develop and build robotic systems, and engages
in a variety of projects including MathWorks Mission On Mars Robot Challenge and NIARC.
EESS is an active student body which promotes collaborative research and development in electrical engineering. They designed and produced the Bolt Micro-controller, and in February 2015
the Society launched a scientific instrument package to 30km altitude on a weather balloon. This
experienced may be leveraged for LunaRoo integration testing and validation.
The LunaRoo project progress and final outcome will be made available as technical papers,
in addition to conference and journal papers from research outcomes. Project documentation,
lessons-learnt papers, test datasets, and data from the actual mission will be made available
to spread the benefit of the experience gained from the project as widely as possible, and to
accelerate follow-up projects and further space exploration. The project will also contribute to
the outcomes of the Australian Centre for Robotic Vision, furthering research and practical applications of robotic vision, and expanding the research capabilities of the partner organizations
and universities.
5
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Additional Information
Mission Design and Project Plan
The LunaRoo mission consist of a self-contained cube of 10cm a side. It will be attached to the
PTScientist’s rover and stay in hibernation until deployed on the Moon.
The current design is based on a communication link to the rover and/or lander by PTScientists, the details of this will be discussed after payload selection. We plan to have a single
hop on the Moon and provide the data products to mission control. Therefore the goal is not
longevity of the payload, reducing thermal considerations (assuming a landing during the Lunar
day). LunaRoo will be developed and tested iteratively over the next months.
Following this submission the project will continue with development of the mechanical structures and continue integration testing with the spring mechanism. A project management plan
will be created following this submission, detailing
• durations for the iterative cycles – with development, testing, and integration in each cycle
• project deliverables, the associated quality criteria and acceptance tests, and a tracking
mechanism
• an integration and validation framework including issue registration and tracking
• milestone and decision points delineating a roadmap of progress on key deliverables
The LunaRoo project has applied for QUT funding to purchase components and materials for
preliminary assessment and testing, including the frame, motors, springs, camera electrics, batteries, and embedded computer system. Our funding application was received with enthusiasm
from our Head of School and is progressing through the university approval process.
Solar Energy Considerations
Given solar panels covering the whole top of the cube we get a 0.1 × 0.1m area. Assuming a
conservative estimate of the energy received from the Sun on the Moon of about 1000W/m2
and an efficiency of about 20%, one can expect 2W output. During 24 hrs 172800J would be
generated.
Another on-going process is to create and update a detailed power and mass budget to be
communicated to PTScientists regularly. In addition the development progress will be publicly
documented, similar to the GLXP foundations and teams’ blog posts.

Mechanical Design
The structural mechanics of LunaRoo are designed around the following functional requirements:
• Surviving launch & landing on the moon,
• Hopping & impact after,
• Image collection and on-board processing,
10
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• Generating and storing solar energy.
In order to minimize weight to below the maximum allowable of 1.33kg , the primary structural materials are still under investigation, the preliminary design calls for titanium with small
amounts of stainless steel for latches and the ball-screw. Inside the cube, there is a latticelike framing to maximize rigidity and minimize vibration during launch from Earth and hopping
on the Moon (see Hopping Considerations). This internal structure also provides support for
electronics, imaging and power systems.
Core to the structural design is a light-weight yet powerful spring and compression system.
The spring compression is achieved by a small, highly-geared DC electric motor and ball-screw.
The supporting structure is required to contain the high-spring forces and as such is optimized
axially, reducing bending moments and overall weight.
To maximize solar power generation, we consider covering the top and each side face of the
cube with in thin-film solar panels. Using conservative Earth based energy conversion calculations, each face could theoretically generate 2W .However, in practice due to shadowing, at best
3 faces would be receiving solar power. Therefore, our power budget calculations are based on
the conservative estimate of 2W continuous power (assuming landing during lunar day).
To protect the camera lens from regolith dust a simple lens cap has been devised. This cap
is mechanically coupled to the hopping leg whereby when it extends, it opens the cap, revealing
the lens. When LunaRoo is landing, the leg is in an extended state and as described above has a
friction damping system. As the leg is passively compressed during landing, the lens cap closes
to facilitate protection from dust kicked up during landing.
Internally, LunaRoo the space is optimized to fit the cameras, computing, battery and power
management, communications and hopping mechanisms and as other parts of the payload is going through iterative design updates. Optimal attachment points and coupling for stress testing
and thermal protection of all systems are still under investigation.

Hopping Considerations
The LunaRoo has been designed to withstand the stress of a maximum hop height of 20m. During
the Moon mission, the hop height will be incrementally increased from 5m to validate systems
and assess lunar regolith compression during launch and landing, as well as, image capture
and reconstruction quality. The primary hopping system consists of a mechanically compressed
spring attached to a bumper-plate like “foot” that is released to transfer stored elastic energy
into kinetic energy. The spring is compressed using a small, highly-geared DC electric motor
driving a ball screw mechanism to a latching point, which disengages the ball-screw from the
spring. A solenoid is used to unlatch the spring and drive the foot down into the regolith, with
the reaction force launching the robot upward.
The physics for lunar hopping are simplified by the effective lack of atmosphere6 , rendering
any drag forces during flight negligible. To estimate hopping height, Newton’s equations of
motion for constant acceleration are used

h=

v2
.
2gL

(1)

We assume lunar gravitational attraction to be gL = 1.622m/s2 on the surface of the Moon.7
To conservatively estimate hopping height, the absolute maximum payload mass of 1.33kg is
assumed. Figure 7 shows the ideal maximum hopping height with launch velocity as well as
the time-of-flight during the hop. This shows that a launch velocity of approximately 8m/s is
required to achieve a maximum height of 20m.
Achieving a desired launch velocity requires conversion of stored electrical energy into kinetic energy. Using ideal spring equations, with a 50mm compression, it is calculated that a
6
“The lunar atmosphere is extremely tenuous. The undisturbed gas concentration is only about 2×105 molecules/cm3
during the lunar night, falling to perhaps 104 molecules/cm3 during the lunar day (Hodges et al., 1975). This is about
14 orders of magnitude less than Earth’s atmosphere, a difference so extreme that the Moon is often said to have no
atmosphere at all – a misstatement that arises from the terrestrial perspective.” - Lunar Sourcebook, p. 40 [1]
7
The gravitational attraction varies depending on the actual landing site. A map of the gravitational field can be found
in the Lunar Sourcebook, p. 604 [1].
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launch velocity of 6m/s would required 23.9J of stored energy (equating to 958N in the spring).
To achieve 8m/s would require 43J of stored energy (equating to 1702N in the spring). These
spring forces, whilst significant, can be managed through the use of carbon fibre and/or titanium
tension members within the cube structure. The lack of a thick atmosphere landing, which increases the maximum achievable height, also means that the robot will land at the same speed as
it was launched. Therefore, the basic robot structure is internally latticed to increase rigidity for
surviving landing. Additionally, the “foot” once fully extended during launch passively engages
a light friction damper. This is designed to reduce the impact during landing.
A consideration for maximum launch velocity, and hence hop height is the energy loss from
regolith compression by the foot when the spring is released. This is difficult to model due to
the reduced gravity and low mass of the robot. Therefore, the surface area of the foot is made
as large as possible to reduce compression. Earth based assessment of this phenomena with
evaluating different soil characteristics is planned.
Based on our previous experience in building Skippy, a robot kangaroo8 [7], it seems the
the amount of energy required to compress the spring is easily achievable by using efficient
DC motor and ball screw in connection with the on-board solar panels. The bulk of the energy
is required for the computing and vision system, while the remaining energy budget should be
more than enough for 5 hops per 24 hrs. One of our research students at QUT is currently
testing various assembly setups for solenoid based mechanical hopping robots.

Figure 7: Plotting the considerations for the hopping mechanism. On the left the required
velocity (m/s) for a maximum height is shown. The time-of-flight is related linearly to the max
height. On the right visible horizon distance (in optimal conditions) is plotted vs. the maximum
achieved jump height.

Figure 8: On-going design evaluation and testing of a solenoid spring for the mechanical hopper.
8

https://www.qut.edu.au/research/our-research/student-topics/skippy-the-robot-kangaroo
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Due to surface irregularities on take-off, the robot is unlikely to be perfectly level during
flight, which will allow it to traverse the surface but will also contribute to instability on landing. While it will increase complexity, consideration will be given to embedding two very small
DC motors attached to light-weight reaction wheels within the robot structure. These reaction
wheels are spun-up just before launch and help control attitude during flight and landing gyroscopically, and may apply small attitude corrections using feedback from images or an IMU.

Electronics and Computing System Design
A small-form-factor processor board will be responsible for high-level management of the various
on-board resources, including sensor, power, communications and motor control subsystems.
The main processor will also carry out image processing, including pre-filtering, fusing, and
compression. A preliminary electronics block diagram is shown in Figure 9.
Launch hardware will be built around a custom-designed main processor board. Its design
will borrow heavily from the rich variety of commercially available ARM processor boards, with
the Beagleboard XM paired with a ViFFF-024 camera representing a typical configuration. This
board features an ARM Cortex A8 processor running at 1GHz , with 4 GB MDDR SDRAM and
512 MB of low-power DDR RAM, and extensive I/O including a camera connector, USB and
ethernet9 . The ViFFF camera is built around the low-power Aptina MT9V024 WVGA (752x480
pixel) monochrome 1/3in CMOS sensor. It features a high dynamic range, operating between 0.1
and 60000 Lux without external filters, and supports a frame rate up to 60 fps.
Customization of the design will include a reduction in form factor, primarily by removing
unnecessary peripherals and connectors, mechanical stabilization for launch survivability, and
probably the introduction of a radiation-hardened main processor. This will occur iteratively,
with initial prototypes employing commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware, followed by a succession of custom boards moving towards a more specialized, compact and robust design.
Power consumption for the computing system is estimated to peak at 12 W, though peak
consumption will only occur while simultaneously capturing, processing and storing imagery.

Figure 9: Block diagram of the electronics subsystems.
9

http://beagleboard.org/beagleboard-xm
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Average active power consumption is in the 3-5 W range, with a fast-starting standby mode
consuming less than 0.1 W.

Control
The control software is designed for the following functional requirements in support of the
mission objectives:
• Safe interaction with the Main Rover
• Power and thermal management
• Communication management
• Hopping
• Image collection, on-board processing and storage, and transmission
• Handling fault conditions for mission continuation
The control system is tightly coupled with the electronic and physical design, and will be
developed and validated iteratively alongside the electronic and physical design and testing
process. Adversarial analysis and testing will produce a system that is as capable and survivable
as possible. A preliminary overview of the software architecture is provided in Figure 10.

Imaging System Design
We will collect “aerial” imagery from the onboard camera during each hop of the LunaRoo.
Two main processing steps will be performed with the captured image data: First, all images
captured during one hop will be registered and merged into one image using structure from
motion techniques. Second, a traversability analysis is performed on the resulting terrain model,
including the identification of potentially hazardous objects for the main rover.
Image Registration With each jump lasting between five and ten seconds, we expect to capture on the order of 500 images of the lunar surface for each jump. This imagery will be massively redundant, and so we will employ well-established structure-from-motion techniques, fusing in information from the onboard compass (if feasible with the weak magnetic field on the

Figure 10: An overview of the planned software components, design elements under consideration are shown dashed.
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Moon) and IMU, to produce a single, fused map for each hop. The resulting imagery will cover
large areas at very low cost compared with rover-based exploration. Future work might consider extension to fusing multiple maps. We expect the fused maps to be invaluable in beyondthe-horizon planning, obstacle avoidance, and rover inspection, as well as in lunar mapping and
outreach activities.
Providing External Image Footage of the Main Rover As a secondary mission objective we
want to gather images of the main rover at its deployment site. An external “aerial” view of
the rover will be thankfully picked up by the media since it allows the interested audience on
Earth to witness the events on the Moon from an observer’s perspective. External TV cameras
have been part of the Apollo missions since Apollo 12 for this reason. External footage can also
provide scientific and technical insights when the interactions between the rover’s wheels and
the lunar surface are observed from close-by.
Localization The LunaRoo’s initial position is known for the first hop, allowing the traversability and obstacle map to be translated into the rover’s coordinate frame. The LunaRoo may slip
over the surface during a landing so re-localization may be necessary after each hop. The IMU
will supply odometry, and visual localization can be achieved with the help of secondary cameras,
which can supply landmarks (including the Sun and Earth if above the horizon), or by matching
features in ground-facing images during the next hop.

Testing
An important part of this project is to make sure that our payload works. For this we have
planned several stages of testing. In March we performed first drop tests of a cube manufactured
with 3D-printing techniques in Kioloa, NSW. In addition a vision dataset was collected from a
GoPro camera mounted inside the cube. We will continue testing the vision system on Earth in
close to real environments, with known ground truth, to confirm a low reconstruction error.
Further tests will be performed throughout the project. Tests we are planning to do, and for
which facilities in the region exists, are:
• Drop/landing tests: to test the structural integrity of the main LunaRoo frame, from the
forces during launch on Earth to the repeatedly hopping on the Moon
• Thermal-vaccum tests: to demonstrate that the integrated payload can withstand the anticipated thermal environment in the near-vacuum of the Moon
• Shaker-stress tests: to ensure the components can withstand the loads during launch and
touch-down on the Moon, and no components are knocked loose
Members of the team have prior experience in developing robotic hardware and active vibration control systems for aerospace structures undergoing significant vibration and temperature
extremes [43, 44].
We are also thinking of doing electromagnetic radiation testing, both for reducing interference with other payloads and ensuring safe operations. On top of this we aim to have integration
tests in regular intervals, to ensure that the various subsystems work together nicely.
All these performed and proposed tests are aiming at a qualification procedures of the LunaRoo robot. It will be based on the freely available ESA standards for space qualification ECSS,
namely on the engineering standards E-ST-E10 to E-ST-E70 where applicable. An initial list
of the some relevant sub-components and the corresponding standard using the current ECSS
specification is shown in Table 1. Each component will be designed, integrated and tested in
using an iterative process using the relevant ECCS standard procedures.
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The Kioloa Tests (Mar 2015)
To check the feasibility of both our early mechanical designs and our software we performed drop
tests of 3D printed structures with a GoPro camera mounted in it. We dropped the structures
from various heights between 5-10 m. To compare the impact forces to those on the Moon, we
slowed down the payload with a parachute for most of the tests. The structure did stay intact
throughout the multiple day test and the camera survived repeatedly being dropped on hard and
soft surfaces (gravel and beach sand).
A demonstration of the map-building process was performed using data collected from a
falling cubesat-sized mockup. The experiment was run over a sandy surface in Kioloa, New
South Wales, standing in for the similarly textured lunar surface. The results of the fusion,
which was completed without the benefit of compass or IMU, are shown in Figure 3. Note
that the effective resolution of the smaller patch, collected closer to the sand’s surface, is much
higher than the larger patch, and this is reflected in the full-resolution data product. To visualize
we overlaid a white grid representing the resolution of the first (seen on the bottom left) and
last image (top middle).
Traversability Analysis and Obstacle Detection One of the primary mission goals of our
LunaRoo is to aid the main rover’s navigation by providing a traversability and obstacle map.
Both types of information can be communicated in the form of a danger map as illustrated in
Figure 4. Each grid cell is assigned a traversability value that ranges from 0 (safely passable, flat
terrain) to 1 (impassable obstacle). Terrain roughness, terrain slope, and step height determine
the value for each cell, depending on the rover’s capabilities. The terrain roughness, slope,
and step sizes will be estimated from the images captured during the hop by applying Structure
from Motion techniques. Using this danger map, the main rover can a safe path through the
environment without.

Stability and self-righting testing
Testing mechanical stability for hopping, in-flight, and landing phases will be incorporated in
the test cycles, particularly in the mechanical and electronic iterative cycles as these will alter
the dynamic mechanisms and the centre of mass. Adversarial testing will be used to identify the
range of poses and motions in which the LunaRoo becomes unstable and tips onto one side, or
rolls onto its top. Testing will then identify opportunities to design for improved stability, and
mechanisms for partial or whole recovery from tipping or rolling.
The LunaRoo will not change its centre of mass during hops, and there will be no atmospheric effects, so instability will occur at take-off or landing, or while the foot is retracting in
preparation for the next hop. Retracting the foot brings the centre of mass closer to the lunar
surface, so this phase is less likely to result in instability. Likely causes of stability failure are:
• Instability on landing due to surface gradients such as slopes, or irregularities such as
rocks
• Instability on landing, take-off, or foot retraction due to compaction or slip of the regolith
– either dust or rocks
• Instability on landing due to landing angle compounding the above factors.
Stability can be determined from the static poses or dynamic motion measured by the IMU,
compass, and camera input. If the LunaRoo can accommodate reaction wheels, active stability
design and testing will develop control algorithms and priorities for X-Y attitude in the flight and
landing phases, and for self-righting by flipping the LunaRoo from its side onto its base if enough
momentum is available.
If the design cannot accommodate reaction wheels the LunaRoo prototypes and testbeds can
be repurposed - after mission - for further research on self-righting and dynamic stabilization
using reaction wheels.
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Integration Tests
For at least one of the integration tests we plan to partner with the local Electrical Engineering
Student Society at QUT. They launched a scientific instrument package to 30km altitude on a
weather balloon in February 2015. LunaRoo LunaRoo integration testing can leverage this
experience – in regulatory clearance and high-altitude packaging, tracking, and retrieval – for
LunaRoo system testing in vacuum/low-pressure, high radiance, and high radiation regimes. We
believe it would be a great opportunity to test the functioning of all subsystems during one of
their flights.

Component

Type

ECCS

Description

LunaRoo main frame
solar, batteries,
power management

hardware
hardware

E-ST-E
E-ST-E
E-ST-E
E-ST-E

30
10,
20,
30

camera
motor control
IMU, compass
main processor
internal storage
image processing &
compression
RF repeater and communication
camera controller
mission manager
internal components
managers/drivers/monitors
motion manager
mapping manager
main rover footage manager
communication manager

hardware
hardware
hardware
hardware
hardware
hardware

E-ST-E
E-ST-E
E-ST-E
E-ST-E
E-ST-E
E-ST-E

20
30
20
20
20
20

Mechanical engineering
System Engineering,
Electrical and optical engineering,
Mechanical engineering
Electrical and optical engineering
Mechanical engineering
Electrical and optical engineering
Electrical and optical engineering
Electrical and optical engineering
Electrical and optical engineering

hardware

E-ST-E 20

Electrical and optical engineering

software
software
software

E-ST-E 40
E-ST-E 40
E-ST-E 40

Software engineering
Software engineering
Software engineering

software
software
software
software

E-ST-E
E-ST-E
E-ST-E
E-ST-E

Software
Software
Software
Software

40
40
40
40

engineering
engineering
engineering
engineering

Table 1: Relevant ECCS standards for the LunaRoo project.
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Team, Experience and Facilities
The core LunaRoo team consists of several experts in the fields of robotics design, development
and deployment, as well as, experts in the field of computer vision. All team members are passionate about space exploration and aerospace engineering, and many have a strong background
in the latter, as demonstrated by their university degrees and professional experience (e.g. team
members have worked with NASA, ESA, DLR, Lockheed Martin, and more), as well as published
space related research. At the end of this document references to these publications are added.
The team is based at the Queensland University of Technology (QUT) in Brisbane, Australia.
QUT is a young and dynamic university, which is regularly ranked among the best “Under 50”
universities in the world. The team members are part of the Robotics and Autonomous Systems
group of QUT’s Science and Engineering Faculty, one of the top robotics research groups in
Australia. They are also part of the Australian Centre for Robotic Vision (ACRV), a 25M AUD
7-year Centre of Excellence led by QUT. The ACRV comprises investigators from four of the top
Australian universities (QUT, ANU, Monash University, University of Adelaide) and 6 prestigious
partner institutions around the world (University of Oxford, INRIA Rennes, Georgia Tech, Imperial College London, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zürich). The team is coordinated
by Juxi Leitner and consists of the following researchers (in alphabetical order):
Mr. William Chamberlain is a Ph.D. Candidate with the Australian Centre for Robotic Vision
at QUT. He completed a B.Sc. degree in Cybernetics and Control Engineering at the University
of Reading in 1999. Before beginning his PhD in 2015, William gained 15 years experience in
commercial software development, including 10 years leading development teams in Queensland Government agencies. His research is in distributed robotic vision over networked vision
resources and services.
Dr. Donald G. Dansereau is a research fellow with the Australian Centre for Robotic Vision
(ACRV) at QUT. His research is focused on computational and physics-based imaging for robust
vision in challenging environments. Dr. Dansereau completed B.Sc. and M.Sc. degrees in electrical and computer engineering at the University of Calgary in 2001 and 2004, receiving the
Governor General’s Gold Medal for his Master’s work in light field image processing. His six
years of industry experience include the deployment of computer vision systems for microchip
packaging and embedded system design for high-throughput automatic test equipment. In 2014
he completed a Ph.D. in plenoptic signal processing for imaging in challenging environments at
the Australian Centre for Field Robotics, University of Sydney. His field work includes marine
archaeology on a sunken Bronze Age city in Greece, seamount and hydrothermal vent mapping
in the Sea of Crete and Aeolian Arc, monitoring benthic habitats off the coast of Tasmania, and
hydrochemistry and wreck exploration in Lake Geneva.
Dr. Matthew Dunbabin is a Principal Research Fellow in the Institute of Future Environments (IFE), and an Associate Investigator with the Australian Centre for Robotic Vision at
QUT. He is known internationally for his research into field robotics, particularly environmental robots, and their application to large-scale habitat and greenhouse gas monitoring. He has
wide research interests including adaptive sampling and path planning, vision-based navigation, cooperative robotics, as well as robot and sensor network interactions. Matthew received
his B.Eng. in Aerospace Engineering from the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology and his
Ph.D. from QUT. He started his professional career in 1995 as a project engineer at Roaduser
Research International, and following his PhD joined the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) in the Autonomous Systems Laboratory. At CSIRO he held
various roles including Principal Research Scientist, project leader and the Robotics Systems
and Marine Robotics team leader before moving to QUT in 2013.
Dr. Markus Eich is a research fellow with the Australian Centre for Robotic Vision (ACRV) at
QUT. He received his University Diploma in 2002 and his Ph.D. in 2013 at the University of Bremen. He was working at the German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence in Bremen (DFKI)
from 2006 until 2013, where he was supervising several space-related projects in co-operation
with the German Aerospace Center (DLR). Before joining academia, Markus was involved in the
development of autonomous security robots at Robowatch Technologies in Berlin. His current
research interest is in robot perception, robot navigation, and human task understanding.
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Dr. Jürgen ‘Juxi’ Leitner (contact point, coordinator) is a research fellow at the Australian
Centre for Robotic Vision (ACRV) at QUT. His research focus is on coupling visual perception and
action execution to create autonomous robots. During his Ph.D. in Switzerland he investigated
machine learning and computer vision to improve the performance of humanoid robots. Before
that Juxi worked at the European Space Agency’s Advanced Concepts Team on AI and robotics
for space. He holds a Joint European Master in Space Science and Technology, with a specialization in space robotics. His study included courses at the University of Würzburg (known for their
UWE cubesats), the Kiruna Space Campus (jointly operated by LTU and the Swedish Institute
for Space Physics), TKK (now Aalto University) in Helsinki (mobile robots for space exploration)
and the University of Tokyo (Intelligent Space Systems Lab, with their range of active cubesats).
During his studies he volunteered at the Austrian Space Forum and started the SpaceMaster
Robotics Team, which launched a robotic payload on a stratospheric balloon.
Dr. Thierry Peynot is a Lecturer in Robotics and Autonomous Systems at QUT, where he was
appointed in February 2014. Thierry received his Ph.D. degree from the University of Toulouse
(INPT), France, in 2006, with a thesis prepared at LAAS-CNRS on the robust autonomy of planetary rovers. From 2005 to 2007 he was also an Associate Lecturer at the University of Toulouse.
In 2005 he visited the NASA Ames Research Centre in California to work on the Collaborative
Decision Systems (CDS) project, which was awarded the NASA Group Achievement Award in
2006. Between 2007 and 2014 Thierry was a Research Fellow at the Australian Centre for
Field Robotics (ACFR), The University of Sydney. In Sydney he conducted different projects related to reliable perception of autonomous ground vehicles, and contributed to the Australian
Pathways to Space program with research on enhancing the autonomy of planetary rovers, in
particular terrain traversability estimation and mobility prediction. Thierry has regularly served
as an Associate Editor of IROS and ICRA. He has been a Guest Editor of the Journal of Field
Robotics. His current research interests focus on mobile robotics and include: planetary rovers,
unmanned ground vehicles, resilient perception, multimodal sensing, sensor data fusion and
terrain traversability estimation.
Dr. Jonathan Roberts is a Professor in Robotics at QUT. His main research interest is in the
area of Field Robotics and in particular autonomy, that is, making machines work by themselves.
Jonathan was a co-inventor of the UAV Challenge, an international flying robot competition that
sees teams search for a lost bushwalker using autonomous robotic aircraft. Before joining QUT,
Jonathan was the Research Director of CSIRO’s Autonomous Systems Laboratory where in addition to leading a group of 100 researchers, he developed projects in the area of museum robotics
and telepresence. Jonathan is a Past President of the Australian Robotics & Automation Association Inc., and serves as an Associate Editor of the Journal of Field Robotics. Jonathan has a
Ph.D. in Computer Vision and an Honours Degree in Aerospace Systems Engineering, both from
the University of Southampton, UK.
Mr. Ray Russell is a 1981 graduate of Penn State University. He holds a B.S. in Aerospace
Engineering. After graduation, he spent 20 years in the aerospace industry, working for numerous aircraft companies including General Dynamics, Saab Aircraft, The Boeing Company and
Lockheed-Martin. In recent years, he has turned his engineering and design talents towards the
mobile robotics industry. Prior to forming RoPro Design in 2003, he had worked as a consultant in the robotics field for the Carnegie Science Center, Probotics and the National Robotics
Engineering Consortium. For the past 12 years, he has owned and operated RoPro Design, a
small energetic company specializing in the design and fabrication of prototypes for the mobile
robotics market.
Dr. Niko Sünderhauf received a Ph.D. in 2012 and a Diploma (M.Sc.) in computer science
in 2006, both from Technische Universität Chemnitz, Germany, where he has been a research
fellow between 2006 and 2014. He led the university’s space robotics team that participated
in the DLR Space Bot Cup 2013. In March 2014 Niko joined QUT and is now a research fellow
with the Australian Centre for Robotic Vision (ACRV). His research interests include robust
visual perception, place recognition in changing conditions, deep learning, SLAM, long-term
autonomy, and probabilistic estimation with graphical models. Apart from mobile robotics, his
research covers robust methods for sensor fusion, especially NLOS-mitigation for satellite-based
localization systems.
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Facilities and Expertise in the Region
In addition to a very strong team the region also offers facilities and experts in fields closely
related to aerospace and technology development, for example for testing mechanical systems
for aerospace operations. The Australian Research Centre for Aerospace Automation (ARCAA)10
is part of QUT and can provide facilities for equipment testing11 .
The Queensland Centre for Advanced Technology (QCAT)12 is a leading aviation and aerospace
hub in the Asia-Pacific region. QCAT is a cooperation between CSIRO and DSTO.
CSIRO, the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation13 , is Australia’s
national science agency and one of the largest and most diverse research agencies in the world.
The Centre’s Autonomous Systems Lab, located in the Brisbane region, is pioneering research
on vision-based flying robots. CSIRO and QUT are collaborating with local and international
researchers including Boeing Australia and Boeing Phantom Works to develop and trial, e.g.
vision based sensing for UAVs.
Defence Science and Technology Organisation (DSTO)14 is Australia’s lead organisation in
the development of hypersonics - the study of velocities greater than five times the speed of
sound (Mach 5). Flights at hypersonic speeds potentially offer significant advantages in performance for both defence and civilian aerospace applications. Civilian applications include
low-cost satellite launch and high-speed aircraft.
We believe our strong local team - with extensive professional and personal connections to
international space organisations including NASA, ESA and DLR, and to research labs including
University of Tokyo, University of WÃijrzburg, Kiruna Space Campus (see the short bios of our
core team, above) - is capable of delivering a very interesting payload in the given timeframe.

10

http://arcaa.aero/
http://www.arcaa.aero/facilities/equipment/
12
http://www.cat.csiro.au/aerospace.html
13
http://www.csiro.au/
14
http://www.dsto.defence.gov.au/
11
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